











Greetings, and … 

Welcome to the Chop Audio family! We firmly believe that creative “mistakes” are the universe’s gift to 
artists. Our mission here at Chop Audio is to provide inspiring plugins that are as intuitive to use as they 
are creative. Please do not hesitate to contact Felix personally at felixsnow@chopaudio.com. We are 
always here to help! 

With that said, let’s get Choppin … 

THE FIRST EVER CHOP PLUGIN IS HERE
ChopMonster by Chop Audio. Created by Felix Snow.

USER MANUAL

Meet the Monster. 

Conceptually, ChopMonster is an audio waveform chopper/slicer/randomization tool tailored to produce 
consistently musical (and often surprising) results. Drag a WAV audio phrase in, get a new musical and 
randomized phrase out. At its core, ChopMonster operates off of the philosophy that it’s typically easier to 
identify what’s wrong with a creative result rather than compose a result from scratch. Here at Chop Audio, 
we believe that mistakes are the lifeblood of creativity, and are merely portals to enter into the ultimate flow-
state of creativity (the one with no inhibitions). 

Thus, ChopMonster can be thought of as a beautiful mistake inducer - something to inspire you and to 
subsequently riff off of, so to speak, as you roll along with your idea generation and production. It’s all 
about ideas, ideas, ideas. ChopMonster can give you the exact result you wanted from a few clicks of the 
CHOP and/or DICE button, or it can serve as a glorious launchpad for further editing, either inside or 
outside of the ChopMonster playground.
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DICE Button 

Click to randomize Chop order, PITCH (-12, 0, or +12), REV on/off, and FORMANT on/off, per Chop.

Now let’s identify what’s what on the ChopMonster interface: 

WAVEFORM Visualizer 

The WAV phrase/loop you drag in will appear here. Chops are draggable and sequenceable in this window. 
Click and hold any Chop to drag it and reorder it. Click and hold a different Chop to reorder that one! Any 
Chop that is selected will be editable by the F,G,H cluster to the left of the Waveform Visualizer (remember 
to edit, then lock using the LOCK button (I).

CHOP Button 

Click to randomize Chop order. Each click yields a different musical and randomized result.
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UNDO Button 

Click to undo what you just did, dammit! And the thing before that. And the thi… 
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Things to Remember! 
• C#3 plays the phrase in ChopMonster. 
• Chops are mapped to keys, starting at C3 (and up from there, with no sharps or flats, ie C3, D3, E3, 

F3, etc.), after CHOP or DICE is clicked.  
• You can record your performance via MIDI in your DAW with those Chops that are now on keys! 

This is one of the most inspiring ways to use ChopMonster.  
• You can drag out your phrase from ChopMonster into your DAW, after your phrase is locked.  
• Each Chop can be edited via the F, G, H cluster to the left of the Waveform Visualizer. Remember to 

always lock your edit via the LOCK button (I).  
• ALWAYS HAVE FUN and please watch our Chop Audio YouTube video tutorials. Do not hesitate to 

email Felix personally at felixsnow@chopaudio.com with any questions!

GLOBAL TRANSPOSE 

Chromatic global transposition. Can transpose entire phrase result from -12 to +12, chromatically, 
while retaining phrase BPM via DAW tempo sync.  

PITCH 

Pitch of current selected Chop. Click on a Chop and adjust its pitch here. Click on a different Chop 
and adjust THAT Chop’s pitch here as well. Each Chop “remembers” its pitch. ChopMonster’s pitch 
knob is chromatic from -12 to +12. 
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REV 

Whether or not current selected Chop is reversed. Toggle on/off.

FORMANT 

Whether or not current selected Chop’s formant is retained. Toggle on/off. 
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LOCK Button 

Lock your audio by clicking the lock button located in the top right of the Waveform Visualizer. Be sure 
to click lock after making edits to your audio before playback. Also enables DAW tempo sync. 

I

J CHOP SELECTION 

Choose whether you’d like 4, 8, or 16 chops. You can audition each individual chop mapped to your 
keyboard or drum pad, starting on C3. Audition the full audio phrase/loop by hitting C#3 on your 
keyboard.
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It is imperative to note that ChopMonster is useful and inspiring for all harmonic source material, as well 
as purely rhythmic material, such as percussion or drum loops (try it!). ChopMonster’s only limit is your 
imagination! The key is to experiment, experiment, experiment. Be fearless! This is not only good advice 
for maximizing ChopMonster’s potential in your workflow, but for maximizing your potential as a creator 
and channeler. It is an honor that you have chosen ChopMonster to help you in your creative process. 
We would love to hear your chops! 
Please submit your ChopMonster creations to chopmonster@chopaudio.com. 
Happy Chopping!  

	 	 	 	 	 	 Felix Snow	, Founder & CEO 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Chop AudioLLC . 2023	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	       
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Click above to watch the tutorial.

Plugin Formats: VST, AU 

Recommended Processors: Apple: M1, M2/  
PC: i7 7th gen. 

DAWS Supported: All major DAWs including 
Ableton Live, Logic, FL Studio, Cubase, etc.  
*This product uses the Rubber Band Library audio timestretcher from 
Breakfast Quay. 
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